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Wiring Your Digital Home For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006
Enjoy your home more and boost its value
    

    Get wired for sound, home theater, VoIP, whole house Internet access, and more    

    If you've ever started a sentence with "I wish my home was wired for . . . ", this book is for you! Whether you're a do-it-yourselfer, a builder, or...
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3D Computer Vision: Efficient Methods and Applications (X.media.publishing)Springer, 2009
This book provides an introduction to the foundations of three-dimensional computer vision and describes recent contributions to the field. Geometric methods include linear and bundle adjustment based approaches to scene reconstruction and camera calibration, stereo vision, point cloud segmentation, and pose estimation of rigid, articulated, and...
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Network Security Foundations : Technology Fundamentals for IT SuccessSybex, 2004
The world of IT is always evolving, but in every area there are stable, core     concepts that anyone just setting out needed to know last year, needs to know     this year, and will still need to know next year. The purpose of the     Foundations series is to identify these concepts and present them in a way     that gives you the...
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Hardcore Windows XPMcGraw-Hill, 2005
A Must-Have Resource for Power Users!

Take control of Windows XP and get the most out of everything this powerful operating system has to offer. Written by Microsoft Windows XP Expert Zone columnist Joli Ballew, this book shows you hundreds of tips and tricks you’ll be able to use right away. Learn to do everything from kick...
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Practical PHP and MySQL Website Databases: A Simplified Approach (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2013

	Practical PHP and MySQL Website Databases is a project-oriented book that demystifies building interactive, database-driven websites. The focus is on getting you up and running as quickly as possible. In the first two chapters you will set up your development and...
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Expert Python Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Become an ace Python programmer by learning best coding practices and advance-level concepts with Python 3.5


	About This Book

	
		Based on the latest stable version of Python (version 3.5)
	
		Creating well manageable code that will run in various environments with different sets of...
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The LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 Laboratory: Build, Program, and Experiment with Five Wicked Cool RobotsNo Starch Press, 2013

	The LEGO® MINDSTORMS® EV3 set offers so many new and exciting features that it can be hard to know where to begin. Without the help of an expert, it could take months of experimentation to learn how to use the advanced mechanisms and numerous programming features.

	

	In The LEGO MINDSTORMS EV3 Laboratory, author...
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MCSE Training Kit-Microsoft Windows XP ProfessionalMicrosoft Press, 2001
Official Microsoft study guide for the skills you need on the job—and on the exam.

Learn how to set up and support the Windows® XP Professional operating system—and prepare for the Microsoft® Certified Professional (MCP) exam—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace...
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Sun Certified Security Administrator for Solaris 9 & 10 Study GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Get the book that shows you not only what--but how--to study

	Complete coverage of all official exam objectives  
	Exam Readiness checklist at the front of the book--you’re ready for the  exams when all objectives on the list are checked off  
	Real-world exercises--Step-by-step instruction...
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Coaching For Change: Practical Strategies For Transforming PerformanceKogan Page, 2004
An essential tool for anyone who wants to transform performance through the development of a coaching environment, this book looks at how to create, develop and manage change whether in one-to-one situations, team based or within organizations.
 Placing coaching right at the heart of the broader Human Resources (HR) and training arena,...
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ActionScript 3.0 CookbookO'Reilly, 2006

	Well before Ajax and Microsoft's Windows Presentation Foundation hit the scene, Macromedia offered the first method for building web pages with the responsiveness and functionality of desktop programs with its Flash-based "Rich Internet Applications". Now, new owner Adobe is taking Flash and its powerful...
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Flex Solutions: Essential Techniques for Flex 2 and 3 DevelopersFriends of Ed, 2007
Flex is the quickest and most effective technology for the creation of Rich Internet Applications for the Web. Its extensive library of components and totally customizable framework, combined with the ubiquity of Flash Player, has guaranteed its success.
The ecosystem of products that rotate around Flex 2 and Flex 3 is really broad. Flex...
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